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RETHINKING THE GOVERNMENT SPEECH DOCTRINE, POST-TRUMP

Professor Michael Kang*
Dr. Jacob Eisler**

The Supreme Court has held that when the government speaks, it faces few constitutional constraints, including adherence to viewpoint neutrality. The Court has indicated that if voters dislike the content of governmental speech, they should express this displeasure through democratic process. Yet the inadequacy of this logic has been exposed by the Trump presidency, which reflected extraordinary willingness to defy norms and conventions of the presidency, including the expectation that the office would not be abused to advance partisan goals or attack political enemies. Since many of Trump’s statements had the precise aim of influencing popular self-determination, his presidency shows a weakness of the government speech doctrine’s reliance on electoral accountability: it offers no constitutional mechanism for addressing government speech that distorts democratic process itself.

This Article addresses this lacuna in the government speech doctrine by demonstrating how norms of democratic accountability should discipline the government speech doctrine. It first reconstructs the liberal origins of the government speech doctrine and demonstrates these origins elicit the tension between constitutional and democratic authority. The principles of popular autonomy that inform the government speech doctrine are premised upon cultivating responsible and independent reasoning by voters. These norms are the same that justify traditional application of viewpoint neutrality as a mechanism for protecting political reasoning in First Amendment doctrine. The government speech doctrine is novel because it extends this logic of free speech not to constrain the government through constitutional oversight but to suggest it should be subject to democratic rather than constitutional control. A sensitive approach to this balance in general and the government speech doctrine in particular vindicates constitutional scrutiny of government speech when it threatens reasoned and balanced political discourse. The Article then explores one class of government speech characteristic of Trumpist governance that shows the urgency of revising the theory and practice of the government speech doctrine: partisan speech that deviates from neutral governance.

* Class of 1940 Professor of Law, Northwestern Pritzker School of Law, mkang@law.northwestern.edu.
** Associate Professor of Public Law, Southampton Law School, j.eisler@soton.ac.uk.
The responsible individual reasoning and collective electoral accountability that underlie the government speech doctrine suggest its appropriate future development: government speech invites constitutional scrutiny when it threatens to distort or prejudice, rather than cultivate and clarify, citizens' reasoning. The Supreme Court, rather than rigidly exempting state speech from constitutional scrutiny, should adopt such a nuanced analysis in future application of the government speech doctrine.
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I. INTRODUCTION: TRUMP AND NEW URGENCY TO THE CONSTITUTIONAL SCRUTINY OF STATE SPEECH

Donald Trump's presidency was marked by an extraordinary set of violations of the expectations of presidential conduct. Some of these transgressions violated law and are subject to judicial scrutiny (whether in a constitutional capacity, or otherwise, such as private anti-corruption investigations). Others 'merely' contravened conventions or expectations of decorum and dignity. This latter category raises a puzzle of rising importance given the polity-wide intense polarization and Trump's continued leadership of the Republican party. How can other governmental actors constrain or disincentivize conduct destructive to the broader American political and constitutional order?

The status of one category of governmental conduct as beyond constitutional oversight raises distinct difficulties, given Trump's inclination for toxic rhetoric. In developing the government speech doctrine, the Supreme Court has indicated that speech by government actors is subject to minimal constitutional scrutiny. In particular, unlike government regulation of speech, speech by the government need not conform to viewpoint neutrality. Invoking the conventional justification for unrestricted speech in citizens' capacity to parse information, the Court has indicated that the appropriate mechanism for disciplining government speech is popular will be channeled through the electoral process.

Yet a major focus of Trump's speech—as exemplified by his provocation of rioters during the January 6, 2021 incident—has precisely distorted popular will and interfered with democratic procedure. His conduct urgently illustrates that the government speech doctrine is poorly positioned to address speech that subverts the very mechanism of popular control. While other scholars have suggested that government speech should be held to constitutional standards as a matter of normative right or substantive morality, speech such as Trump's raises a challenge that is integral to the Court's own procedural justification for governmental speech.

To handle this challenge, this Article proposes a general reform of the government speech doctrine based on the Court's own procedural logic: government speech should be subject to constitutional scrutiny when it harms, rather than benefits, prospective voters' reasoned and reflective evaluation of politics and policy. To develop this proposal, this Article explores one particular type of self-serving government speech—partisan speech—that poses a particular threat to sound voter reasoning in light of contemporary polarization.

This Article proceeds as follows. Part II offers a careful reconstruction of the development of the government speech doctrine, and in particular its circuitous development through the problem of compelled speech. The government speech doctrine had a peculiar incubation as a dicta companion to the question of when individuals can assert a constitutional right to silence against compelled

participation in group speech (including membership in state organizations). To offer assurances that the conditional First Amendment right against compelled speech would not hamstring the governments' ability to pursue policy objectives, the Court declared that state speech itself would face no requirement of viewpoint neutrality. Yet when, in *Johanns v. Livestock Marketing*, the dictum was adopted as precedential, the Supreme Court insulated state speech from constitutional review and reiterated its commitment to the principle that popular disapproval expressed through electoral outcomes is the mechanism that should control government speech. Underlying this is the tension, largely unexplored in doctrine and scholarship, between constitutional and democratic aspects of self-rule as competing expressions of citizen freedom. The government speech doctrine is most notable as the judiciary’s explicit *limitation* of a constitutional principle—viewpoint neutrality—because of the asserted capacity of democratic self-rule alone to adequately control the state.

Part III considers the challenge posed to the government speech doctrine by Trump’s provocative and disruptive political comments. Blunt application of the government speech doctrine could limit judicial opportunity to scrutinize such destructive governmental speech. Traditional First Amendment principles, however, seem to offer few avenues for policing such destructive state speech and seemingly support the limited role of constitutional oversight expressed by the government speech doctrine. In response, the Article revisits the liberal foundations of the doctrine (particularly as articulated by John Stuart Mill) to argue that doctrine’s basis in democratic accountability justifies examining what conditions are necessary for the flourishing of such accountability, rather than removing government speech from constitutional scrutiny. Popular control of government speech, as a logical development of the free speech libertarianism which has characterized the modern First Amendment jurisprudence, is based in the capacity of individuals to engage in free and fully developed reasoning. Recognizing the capacity of the state to interfere with such reasoning suggests the circumstances where First Amendment scrutiny of government speech may be appropriate. It also provides a mechanism for bringing unity to the constitutional-democratic divide that the government speech doctrine threatens to introduce.

Part IV applies this principle of when government speech should endure constitutional scrutiny by considering partisan speech, particularly where it seeks to exploit and exacerbate polarization. It demonstrates that there is a norm—established in both the doctrine and statute, particularly the Hatch Act—that advances partisan neutrality. This norm of neutrality is an exemplary consideration that the Court should take into account to further develop the government speech doctrine.

In sum, this Article connects the origins and future of the government speech doctrine by parsing its foundations in citizen freedom and showing how those values should shape its further evolution. The constitutional value of free expression derives from its facilitation of persons’ political reasoning and

3. *See infra* Section III.C.
decision-making without external domination. Oversight of government speech can be left to the democratic process, insofar as it can be effectively policed by electoral accountability—but such accountability is only as effective as the discursive and analytic opportunities of the citizens who decide elections. Where government speech threatens to impair or dominate rather than express such citizen will, it should, in line with First Amendment norms, be subject to constitutional scrutiny. Excessively and viciously partisan speech—as exemplified by the Trump presidency—demonstrates the precise need to take these underlying values into account in applying the government speech doctrine.

II. REIMAGINING THE ORTHODOXY: THE OBLIQUE DEVELOPMENT AND DEMOCRATIC FOUNDATIONS OF THE GOVERNMENT SPEECH DOCTRINE

A series of cases has established that when the government speaks, it is largely free from First Amendment constitutional scrutiny; indeed, scholars suggest the only certain limit on government speech is the Establishment Clause. While a relatively new core constitutional rule, the government speech doctrine has emerged from a deeper constitutional tradition than has been generally acknowledged. This Part reconstructs the twisting evolution of the government speech doctrine, examines the judicial mantra that control of government speech should be left to democratic oversight, and considers scholarly responses to the doctrine.

A. The Doctrinal Development of the Not-So-Recently Minted Government Speech Doctrine

The Supreme Court first decisively relied upon the government speech doctrine in 2005 with Johanns v. Livestock Marketing and it has been more clearly articulated in later cases. This has led Justice Stevens to deem it "recently minted," a view of its novelty shared by scholars. Yet a closer look shows that it was not newly innovated, but rather developed "obliquely" from the Court's assessment of First Amendment challenges to collectively funded speech.

7. Summum, 555 U.S. at 481.
The Court has long and firmly held that the First Amendment guarantees private citizens a right to silence as well as expression and thus prohibits the government from compelling speech. The application is obvious enough when denying the state the power to demand that individuals recite the Pledge of Allegiance or emblazon the state motto on their private property. It becomes more complicated when persons who desire silence are not required to speak individually but rather to affiliate with organizations that generate speech. In its early engagement with this problem, the Court queried if the right to silence is violated when organizations, such as public unions and bar associations, undertake speech. These institutions derive power from state sponsorship or affiliation and use members’ dues to undertake speech and advocacy. Relatedly, the Court evaluated the constitutionality of government programs that require speech by fund recipients but impose, as conditions for receiving the funding, ideologically controversial limitations on the content of the speech. Both contexts queried how much First Amendment rights constrain the government (or government-affiliated entities) from undertaking speech that draws off the resources and capacities of individuals.

The Court struggled to enunciate a clear rule. Two early engagements, Abood and Keller, indicate that mandatory, fee-based affiliation with a state-sponsored speaker does not illegally compel speech, so long as the fees collected are not used for “activities having political or ideological coloration which are not reasonably related to the advancement of [the] goals” of the organization at issue. The Court, however, conceded that identifying this distinction is a “difficult question” and “not always easy to discern.” Perhaps more importantly, Keller also included dicta that most directly prefigured the government speech doctrine: “[i]f every citizen were to have a right to insist that no one paid by public funds express a view with which he disagreed... the process of government as we know it [would be] radically transformed.” Relatedly, Rust v. Sullivan concluded that requiring a functional form of viewpoint neutrality in the implementation of federal policy by fund recipients would be unworkable and

15. Id. at 15.
17. Abood, 431 U.S. at 209.
21. Id. at 14–15.
22. Id. at 12–13.
"render numerous Government programs constitutionally suspect"—a position that anticipates the government speech doctrine. In none of these cases was the government itself speaking. Rather, the government was, directly or indirectly, mandating or conditioning private individuals’ participation in speech.

The government speech doctrine—which addresses where the government speaks directly—emerged as an incidental corollary to the limited constitutional discretion of the government to compel speech (directly or indirectly) by non-governmental actors. Its origins are most clearly demonstrated in *Boards of Regents of the University of Wisconsin v. Southworth*, 24 which concluded that when a state entity aggregates and redistributes mandatory fees collected from private persons to sponsor third-party speech that some contributors find objectionable, but allocates the money through an equitable and open process, viewpoint neutrality is satisfied and there is no constitutional infirmity. 25 The *Southworth* opinion noted, however, that if the Court were assessing direct speech by a state actor, the speech would face even less constitutional scrutiny (i.e., would not be expected to comply with viewpoint neutrality in any form):

> Our decision ought not to be taken to imply that in other instances the University, its agents or employees, or—of particular importance—its faculty, are subject to the First Amendment analysis which controls in this case. Where the University speaks, either in its own name through its regents or officers, or in myriad other ways through its diverse faculties, the analysis likely would be altogether different.

This statement (which the Court took pains to classify as dicta) 27 contains the core principle of the government speech doctrine: government speech is not generally subject to First Amendment scrutiny. 28 Extrapolating from *Rust*'s conclusion that the government must have discretion to advance policies, 29 this analysis characterizes government speech as, like any other government action, a privilege 30 to implement a policy even if some citizens object to it. The Court (in a move that it relies upon in the maturation of the doctrine) draws a comparison to taxation. 31 Citizens do not have a right to object to being taxed even if they

25. The centrality of viewpoint neutrality to university funding of speech when undertaken by private parties was established in *Rosenberger v. Rector & Visitors of Univ. of Va*, which intimated—but only barely—the principle later fully articulated in *Southworth* that viewpoint neutrality does not apply to a university’s own speech. 515 U.S. 819, 834 (1995).
27. *Southworth*, 529 U.S. at 229 ("University having disclaimed that the speech is its own, we do not reach the question whether traditional political controls to ensure responsible government action would be sufficient to overcome First Amendment objections . . . .").
28. Id. at 235.
30. The use of the word ‘privilege’ may seem unusual here but reflects the Hohfeldian reality that the Court is indicating that objection by some citizens to a government policy does not mean that the government has a legal duty not to undertake the policy. Wesley N. Hohfeld, *Some Fundamental Legal Conceptions as Applied in Legal Reasoning*, 23 *Yale L.J.* 16, 21 (1913).
31. *Southworth*, 529 U.S. at 229 ("The government, as a general rule, may support valid programs and policies by taxes or other exactions . . . .").
dislike the policies implemented with their tax dollars.\(^{32}\) The appropriate place to advance a view of how government income should be spent is through democratic process.\(^{33}\)

The foundations of the doctrine reveal how it emerged as a core principle from constitutional consideration of marginal cases: having the limited right of citizens \textit{qua} private citizens to object to compelled speech (\textit{i.e.}, \textit{Abood}, \textit{Keller}, and \textit{Southworth}),\(^{34}\) and the inability of First Amendment challenges to limit government policy that conditions speech (\textit{i.e.}, \textit{Rust}),\(^{35}\) the Court advances the logical synthesis (on its own internal terms) that when the public speaks, it faces no constitutional scrutiny (though also no protection).\(^{36}\)

2. \textit{The Government Speech Doctrine, Fully-Formed: State Emancipation from Viewpoint Neutrality}

\textit{Johanns}'s holding that the "\textit{[g]overnment's own speech...is exempt from First Amendment scrutiny}"\(^{37}\) is the first precedential articulation of the government speech principle.\(^{38}\) The facts of the case and the opinion's reasoning both reflect the doctrine's circuitous origins. The case involved a government policy of marketing beef, funded by targeted levies on beef producers.\(^{39}\) Some beef producers did not wish to participate in the program, and objected to it, and the levy in particular, as compelled speech.\(^{40}\) The Court noted "\textit{[w]e have generally assumed, though not yet squarely held, that compelled funding of government speech does not alone raise First Amendment concerns}," a proposition which the plaintiffs appeared to concede.\(^{41}\) The Court concluded the beef propaganda was government speech, as the facts indicate the speech was controlled by the government and funded by government exaction.\(^{42}\) As government speech, the beef propaganda did not need to pass the purpose-of-organization test put forth in \textit{Abood} and \textit{Keller},\(^{43}\) nor satisfy programmatic viewpoint neutrality as indicated in \textit{Southworth}.\(^{44}\) \textit{Johanns} is thus the first case to "\textit{squarely...h[o]ld}" that government speech does not face constitutional scrutiny,\(^{45}\) but ironically enough only after and in contrast to a far closer set of cases in which the Court had laid the groundwork for the logic of the case.

\begin{itemize}
\item \(^{32}\) \textit{Id.}
\item \(^{34}\) \textit{See, e.g.}, \textit{Abood v. Detroit Bd. of Educ.} 431 U.S. 209, 209 (1977).
\item \(^{36}\) \textit{See generally} Dave Fagundes, \textit{State Actors as First Amendment Speakers}, 100 NW. U. L. REV. 1637, 1638 (2006).
\item \(^{37}\) 544 U.S. at 553.
\item \(^{38}\) \textit{Id.}
\item \(^{39}\) \textit{Id.} at 553–55.
\item \(^{40}\) \textit{Id.} at 555–56.
\item \(^{41}\) \textit{Id.} at 559–60.
\item \(^{42}\) \textit{Id.}
\item \(^{43}\) \textit{Id.} at 558.
\item \(^{44}\) \textit{Bd. of Regents v. Southworth}, 529 U.S. 217, 230 (2000).
\item \(^{45}\) \textit{Johanns}, 544 U.S. at 559.
\end{itemize}
Two subsequent cases have ensconced the principle that the government need not satisfy viewpoint neutrality in its own speech. *Pleasant Grove City v. Summum* held that a city’s rejection of a donated monument in public spaces was constitutional because the placement of such monuments was government speech.46 Citing *Johanns*, the Court held that the “Free Speech Clause restricts government regulation of private speech; it does not regulate government speech.”47 Likewise, by classifying the decision to authorize (or refuse to authorize) a license plate message as state speech, *Walker v. Sons of Confederate Veterans* reinforced that the Free Speech Clause does not “determin[e] the content of what [the government] says.”48

Looking at the ancestors of these core cases, the idea that the government is free from viewpoint neutrality when it expresses its ideas should not be a surprise: the Court had explicitly indicated its commitment to this principle in *Keller* and *Southworth*—both cases that generated little controversy on the bench.49 It thus might be more accurate to call the government speech doctrine ‘circuitously minted’ rather than “recently minted”,50 the peculiarity of its provenance is that it is the core principle that was established after, rather than before, the liminal principle of when state action compels (or limits) personal speech.

B. *The Theoretical Justifications of the Speech Doctrine: Democratic Self-Rule and Its Constitutional Limits*

That the government speech doctrine has a longer legacy than typically acknowledged might only be a historical curiosity if a parallel, well-established constitutional logic did not undergird the justification for the doctrine. The Court has developed a justification for state freedom from viewpoint neutrality based in democratic accountability,51 with normative roots that draw from the same wellspring of political liberty that justifies traditional First Amendment constraint of the state.52

The specific shared antecedent that connects the ‘core’ government speech doctrine to the First Amendment tradition is its contrast with the ‘compelled’ personal speech (which does face some constitutional scrutiny) exemplified by *Abood, Keller*, and *Southworth*.53 To explain why state-compelled speech faces greater constitutional scrutiny—a guarantee that speech would not be compelled where the procedures behind it did not conform to viewpoint neutrality—the
Court has conceived of compelled speech as on a midpoint between unequivocally personal expression (which receives strong First Amendment protection, thanks to the classic role of rights protection as a defense of persons from the state) and state speech.\(^{54}\) To support treating compelled speech on this midpoint (instead of simply declaring any policy that compelled speech to need to satisfy the same viewpoint neutrality that speech restrictions face), the Court needed to develop some explanation for why ‘core’ state speech was exempt from constitutional scrutiny. This led to the proposition that democratic process rather than constitutional review was the appropriate means for policing ‘core’ state speech.\(^{55}\)

The foundations of the non-applicability of viewpoint neutrality to government speech were articulated as early as Keller: “[g]overnment officials are expected as a part of the democratic process to represent and to espouse the views of a majority of their constituents.”\(^{56}\) The seminal formulation of the government speech doctrine’s democratic logic is provided in Southworth: “[w]hen the government speaks, for instance to promote its own policies or to advance a particular idea, it is, in the end, accountable to the electorate and the political process for its advocacy. If the citizenry objects, newly elected officials later could espouse some different or contrary position.”\(^{57}\) This legally offhand but normatively laden dictum has been cited as the authoritative proposition for the democratic basis of government speech doctrine adopted by Johanns,\(^{58}\) Summum,\(^{59}\) and Walker.\(^{60}\) As Walker states, the lack of constitutional constraint entailed in the government speech doctrine “reflects the fact that it is the democratic electoral process that first and foremost provides a check on government speech.”\(^{61}\) However, this explanation for the government speech doctrine threatens to marginalize constitutionalism by declaring democratic accountability to be a sufficient check on state action.

The government speech doctrine elicits the competing authority of judicial constitutionalism and of popular autonomy.\(^{62}\) It more specifically presses the


\(^{55}\) *Summum*, 555 U.S. at 235 (majority opinion).


\(^{59}\) *Summum*, 555 U.S. at 467–69.


\(^{61}\) Id.

distinction between private speech and state action, and why citizens' own speech (which has a right to viewpoint neutral regulation) and the speech they authorize through the state should endure differing constitutional treatment. In a liberal democratic polity, persons express their freedom both as private individuals and as public, state-controlling citizens. There is no ontologically bedrock distinction between speech that is undertaken in the private capacity, and speech that is taken by the state on their behalf (though as a matter of practice must draw this distinction, as they do in many arenas in parsing state versus private action).

In exempting governmental speech from viewpoint neutrality because electoral accountability provides a sufficient check, the judiciary threatens to dissolve this distinction. This reasoning depends upon the premise that persons speaking in their private capacity and persons speaking by proxy as the principals of the state need not be differentiated, because both are reflective of a personal inclination towards free expression. This analysis, generally applied, would dissolve the distinction between private and public action, and with it any clear way of distinguishing when action is private and thus needs to enjoy constitutional protection as opposed to when action is public (i.e., governmental) and thus needs to be subject to constitutional scrutiny. It exemplifies the tension that results from differentiating between constitutional self-rule and democratic self-rule, which is that both are directed towards the liberty of the individual persons who make up the polity—but that this liberty, from a single wellspring, can clash based on whether citizens are acting directly or through the state.

Approaching the problem through compelled speech circumvented direct consideration of this problem. The Court framed the dispute as a technical question of determining how protection of a private person's rights (unequivocally activated when private persons invoked their right to silence) would shift based on their relationship to the potentially coercive institution, rather directly confronting citizens' positions on both sides of the public/private divide. The more clearly the compelled speech at issue reflected individual will, the more urgent it was to afford it the protection of viewpoint neutrality. Speech by the

---

65. See Walker, 576 U.S. at 221 (Alito, J., dissenting).
66. In the context of the government speech doctrine, this point is most vociferously elicited by Alito's dissent in Walker id.
67. It might be argued that speech—whether undertaken by a private person or the state—is special, insofar as it does not directly intrude upon others' rights, but only provides others with information that they can acknowledge, critique, or dismiss as they wish. As such the treatment of speech (protection of speech rights for private persons, and lack of constitutional scrutiny for the state) can be treated as a unique case, because speech (as compared to restraint of speech) is uniquely non-coercive among activities. This is, however, a simplistically libertarian understanding of the relationship between personal freedom (including as expressed by politics) and the impact of speech from authoritative or powerful sources does not accord with either social realities or a nuanced liberal understanding of democracy (as described in Section III.C infra).
68. Southworth, 529 U.S. at 230.
government only served as a point of contrasting reference as being undertaken by the entity that is typically the subject of restraint rather than protection. The normative paradox that government speech also ultimately reflects private will was not at issue in these cases. This allowed the Court to develop its theory of government speech as policed by popular accountability.

C. The Judicial Posture and the Scholarly Response: Favoring Greater Constitutional Scrutiny of State Speech

The government speech doctrine thus forces consideration of the two normative pillars of liberal democratic constitutionalism: democratic electoral accountability and judicial enforcement of constitutional right. The rule that has emerged unequivocally favors electoral accountability. This general position can be defended as legitimately founded in the classical liberal capacity of citizens to process and evaluate information, and subsequently demand responsive action from their representatives, even if the Court has not itself fully articulated it or worked out its limitations. The prevalent scholarly response, however, has been to challenge the premise of this balancing and to argue that there are or should be judicially enforced, constitutionally grounded principles that limit government speech that have not been doctrinally acknowledged.

The solutions are diverse and creative. Helen Norton has argued that the Equal Protection Clause should (and has been used to) limit discriminatory or hateful state speech. Nelson Tebbe has synthesized a number of contexts to argue that diverse constitutional foundations—due process, as well as equal protection and First Amendment viewpoint neutrality—yield an overarching principle that the state may not endorse views that denigrate the equality and freedom of citizens (the core values of a liberal democracy). Michael Dorf has implied possible constitutions to government speech in the violation of the Equal Protection Clause that may occur through purely ‘expressive’ harms. Joseph Blocher has argued that the consequential ramifications of government speech, in light of the constitutional mandate for viewpoint neutrality, may provide a structural argument for equality-based limitations.

70. See supra note 66 and accompanying text.
71. See, e.g., Walker, 576 U.S. at 207 (“[I]t is the democratic electoral process that first and foremost provides a check on government speech.”).
72. See supra Section III.C.
73. See, e.g., infra notes 74–78.
74. See Norton, supra note 8, 107–09 for this proposition. While the cases she adduces do reflect speech in a technical sense, they may do as much to evince the artificial line between speech and action, as one involved equal protection review of state speech that was merely an intermediary to implementing a segregationist policy (Lombard v. Louisiana) and another involved direct modification of electoral ballots (Anderson v. Martin). Neither of these cases has been considered as part of the precedential line in the government speech cases.
75. Norton, supra note 8, at 159.
76. Tebbe, supra note 4, at 652.
These diverse and meritorious proposals all share one high-level feature: they identify standalone requirements of justice (whether constitutional or purely moral) that should constrain government speech. As such, they seek to alter the balance between democratic accountability and judicially-enforced constitutionality that underlies the government speech doctrine. This is, at points, intrinsic to their reasoning. Norton, for example, argues that majoritarian electoral process couched in the free speech tradition may not be satisfactory to protect vulnerable minorities from destructive state speech;\textsuperscript{79} Tebbe’s argument ultimately grounds his non-endorsement principle in a theory of “full citizenship,”\textsuperscript{80} a political analog to Norton’s argument for the need to introduce equal protection principles into oversight of government speech.

The challenge of these approaches is that they justify the greater scrutiny of government speech through competing substantive values.\textsuperscript{81} As such, they are necessarily traded off against the reliance on democratic process to police the state. It might be argued that, without greater constitutional oversight of state speech, the electorate (particularly vulnerable groups and persons within the electorate) is incapable of realizing its full political and reflective potential to react to government speech (a claim related to the proposal adopted below in Section III.C). Yet this itself justifies the introduction of first-order substantive values by asserting, at a minimum, the invalidity of the capacity of the electorate to adequately self-govern from agonistic or interest group pluralist conceptions of democracy. These alternate preconditions for democratic self-governance may be valid, but they involve significant commitments to, or at least rejection of major alternatives of, systems of democracy.

A critical question becomes whether any principles would justify constitutional oversight without substantive precommitments to particular values of democracy or the constitutional order, given the Court has shown in its theorizing of the government speech doctrine a strong preference for democracy serving as the primary limit on government speech. This would suggest a wholly procedural constraint in the government speech doctrine, rather than one that involves the introduction of new substantive principles. Such principles would not exclude the substantive proposals such as those advanced by Norton, Tebbe, Blocher, or Dorf\textsuperscript{82} But they might be easier to justify on the terms adumbrated by the Court in its sketch of the government speech doctrine; and, given the composition of the Court, offering a justification that would sound in deferring to the electorate, rather than judicial advancement of liberal democratic values, might find a more welcome reception.

\textsuperscript{79} Norton, \textit{supra} note 8, at 170.
\textsuperscript{80} Tebbe, \textit{supra} note 4, at 653.
\textsuperscript{81} Blocher, \textit{supra} note 8, at 753 (arguing that this is inevitable, and that viewpoint neutrality has necessarily been compromised).
\textsuperscript{82} \textit{See supra} notes 74–80 and accompanying text.
III. THE TRUMPSTRESS TEST AND ITS LESSONS FOR FREE SPEECH LIBERALISM

Trump’s blatant and unapologetic defiance of long-respected, seemingly inviolable civic conventions, combined with a tendency to encourage or condone anti-social or illegal behavior, makes the legal status of government speech especially urgent. This Section briefly summarizes some of Trump’s prospectively problematic speech and then explores how the current doctrine poses challenges for constitutional oversight.

A. Trump’s Provocations and Norm-Defiance

Others have written extensively about how Trump has undermined presidential norms through his speech, conduct, and the broader atmospherics surrounding his time in office. This Section draws in particular off Michael Klarman’s and Neil Siegel’s accounts to summarize how Trump’s speech has threatened American democracy and civic society.

1. False Statements

One form of Trump’s norm violation consists of outright, descriptive, readily falsifiable lying. As Neil Siegel notes, “[a]lmost all politicians spin the truth to some extent, but at least it is the truth they are spinning. And politicians do utter false statements on occasion, but President Trump’s frequency is so different in degree as to be different in kind.”85 Siegel notes the origins of Trump’s political career in the baseless “birtherism” claim that Barack Obama was not American-born and thus could not occupy the presidency, a claim with strong racist overtones as well.86 Substantively, Trump’s falsehoods range from the highly granular (including claims about his own past conduct that are readily falsifiable)87 to inaccurate, baseless, or conspiratorial claims about political and social realities, whether highly specific (claiming Obama wiretapped him) or matters of policy (claims of mass illegal immigrant voter fraud).88 As Klarman notes, because these falsehoods could be attributed to any number of mental states—an intention to mislead, apathy towards the truth, or ignorance and confusion—it is difficult to authoritatively classify Trump’s intentionality,89 though

83. See generally, e.g., Siegel, supra note 1; Klarman, supra note 1.
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his consistency in classifying any public contradiction or criticism as “fake news”\(^9\) suggests either intentionality or debilitating pathology. What is unequivocal is that, speaking as a public officeholder authorized through an electoral process, Trump repeatedly and aggressively made false claims that bore on both his own political fate and his responsibilities as an officeholder.\(^9\)

2. **Ideological Provocations**

More readily assigned intentionality is Trump’s repeated making of statements that seem designed to provoke ideologically passionate (and strategically convenient) responses—loyalty from his followers and fear or loathing from his opponents. These statements are most characteristic of Trump’s leadership; his inclination for provocation seems boundless, and he appears entirely unconstrained by principles of liberal constitutional democracy or by more quotidian expectations of decorum. He has shown a predilection for assertions that are both explicitly discriminatory and have discriminatory overtones (typically attacking groups that have leaned Democratic or appeasing the stereotypical prejudices of Trump’s voter base).\(^9\) He has also attacked or denigrated those he has perceived as defying him, with particularly troubling vitriol directed towards informal but vital joints of democratic governance. Reporters and the media, to the drumbeat of “fake news,” are perhaps his most frequent target, with the apparent goal of delegitimizing alternate, objective sources of information;\(^9\) he has also assailed rank-and-file political figures such as labor union leaders.\(^9\) Within the state, Trump has famously assailed the judiciary, attacking both the status and integrity of judges and the substantive merit of individual decisions;\(^9\) this violates the respect typically accorded the judicial branch, which comprises a central pillar in rule of law constitutionalism.\(^9\) Trump has also attacked regulatory agencies and officials, typically when they make decisions that do not accord with Trump’s own preferences (even if independence is typically a guiding norm or convention of their operation).\(^9\)

This tendency has perhaps been most alarming regarding Trump’s statements that are directed towards politics and his political opponents. He notoriously suggested he would investigate and seek to imprison his opponent in the 2016 election,\(^9\) thereby contravening a specific norm against politicization of campaigns to mistreat political opponents (a marker of autocratic regimes) and contravening a general norm about political exploitation of the executive control
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of law enforcement. And most famously, Trump prospectively attacked the legitimacy of the 2016 election (should he have lost) and has baselessly declared—and continued to baselessly declare—the result of the 2020 election to be fraudulent, with what one famously neutral news source described as a “repeated litany of baseless assertions.” He has thus sought to undermine the very procedural basis of liberal democracy—the integrity of electoral process itself.

3. From Ideological Provocation to Incitement

Trump’s most infamous statements, however, have gone beyond ideologically charged statement of opinion and encouraged specific, often illegal, behavior. The most notorious instance of such conduct involved Trump’s encourage of protestors during the January 6, 2021 protests, in which Trump, reiterating claims of widespread electoral fraud, encouraged his followers to “fight like hell” to “stop the steal” and to march on the Capitol to persuade (or coerce) Republican senators to refuse to support Biden’s confirmation. Whether Trump should face liability for his conduct is the subject of current litigation (Blassingame v. Trump) brought by officers hurt by rioters following Trump’s speech, with Trump arguing most germanely from a constitutional perspective that his conduct is both protected political speech and fails to qualify as incitement. The January 6th conduct, however, was only the culmination of a long history of incitement by Trump. Most similar was Trump’s encouragement by participants in a rally during his 2016 campaign to violently mistreat peaceful protestors at the rally, speech that was deemed to enjoy First Amendment protection. Trump has also, with some level of explicitness, encouraged his supporters (as well as government agents) to resort to violence to advance his political agenda, and—in conduct that synthesizes incitement to violence with undermining the role of media in civic governance—called for violence directed against reporters.
B. Speech and Truthseeking: The Traditional View and Its Limits for Constraining Trumpism

Trump's speech provides impetus to discipline the government speech doctrine on the terms of popular political accountability advanced by the Court. Yet the idea that the First Amendment would constrain such speech as a principled matter faces a first-order obstacle: the dominant principle that has justified the breadth of First Amendment protections is that permitting citizenship to sort through competing viewpoints for the sake of self-rule is a paramount value. This is closely akin to the principle of popular accountability that the Court has used to justify the government speech doctrine. Acknowledging how established constitutional treatment of Trumpist speech would address "typical" government regulation provides insight as to the type of innovation necessary to provide constitutional scrutiny in the more structurally reflexive context of state actors themselves speaking.

1. The Broad Constitutional Defense of Speech: Lies and Political Accountability

One aspect of Trump's speech that appears, as a normative matter, to justify its regulation is its falseness. Untrue statements are, by the orthodox recognition of the value of speech, of "slight social value" such that, even though they are not one of the categories explicitly excluded from protection (such as libel and obscenity), they do not receive the typically robust protection from governmental regulation. This view might suggest that Trump's lies would be ripe ground for some sort of constitutional oversight. Yet in United States v. Alvarez, a plurality of the Court suggested that regulation of lies comprises a "content-based restriction[]" which should face strict constitutional scrutiny. The Court went on to suggest that false statements will only fail to receive typical First Amendment protections where their falsity is combined with falling into one of the articulated categories of low-value and thus less-protected speech: incitement (discussed below), defamation, obscenity, and speech that is part of a criminal enterprise, for example.

As scholars have noted, Alvarez yielded a somewhat muddled legal landscape, as only the plurality would generally subject regulation of lies to strict scrutiny; other Justices would only subject it to intermediate scrutiny, and the
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dissenters would have continued to treat lies as low-value speech that received relatively little constitutional protection. The dissenters’ lack of regard for lying might seem, on first glance, normatively appealing and structurally intuitive. If a statement is a lie, it seems incapable of contributing to the pursuit of truth and hence of accountable governance and social ordering. As such, lies seem unworthy of social protection. Yet as scholars have noted, for multiple reasons, the reality of lying in political and social practice, and thus of its regulation, is more complicated. Some lies (particularly those used in truth-seeking practices) contribute to the broader pursuit of truth; other lies may serve a particular role that is seen as socially beneficial; and most generally, identifying the status of statements which are lies, and thus can be more easily regulated without running afoul of the constitution, itself requires evaluating the bedrock ontology of statements that is itself a problematic exertion of government power. The primary limitations that is recognized is that where a lie causes direct harm, its social value (and thus its prospective value as a subject of constitutional protection from regulation) is lost.

Trump’s power and the possible pervasively destructive political consequences of his lies might seem to justify limits the scope of Alvarez. Yet the political accountability of such a visible political figure cuts against conceiving of presidential lies as the sort that should not receive constitutional protection. Highly visible lies by political figures are the most likely to be vetted for truthfulness by civil society (media, competing politicians, etc.); the visibility of the role becomes a type of crucible that makes state regulation less necessary. Furthermore, it might be argued that in such a context lies in fact yield the benefit of inducing public reflection upon the truth. The standard concern with lies is that they may be relied upon reasonably by the listener, leading to problematic reliance of some sort. Accordingly, for example, lies that involve falsely claiming a mantle of governmental authority are typically beyond constitutional protection. That lies by a prominent governmental leader are likely to be subject to scrutiny and thus political consequence connects to a more fundamental difficulty with treating lies as constitutionally distinctive. Lies require knowledge of truth; requiring the judiciary to evaluate the truthfulness of statements by another branch would potentially usurp the typical role of evaluating political circumstances that is the domain of the electorate, as well as raise difficult questions of intra-branch competency. As a generic category, lies are perhaps the most core
domains in which the engine of democracy—political accountability and voter discernment—must be trusted if democracy itself is to be sound.

2. The Broad Constitutional Defense of Speech: Incitement and Free Speech Libertarianism

The second characteristic of Trump’s speech that might move it beyond constitutional protection is one of the traditional low-value categories of incitement to harm. The seminal case that articulates the substantive quality (i.e., content) that speech must have before it can be legally restricted as incitement is Brandenburg v. Ohio. The case (involving a highly unsympathetic appellant advocating for systemic but not immediately imminent racist violence) queried the legality of a statute that criminalized “advocating or teaching the duty, necessity, or propriety of violence as a means of accomplishing industrial or political reform.” Because it “punish[ed] mere advocacy”, the statute did not survive constitutional scrutiny. The terse, per curiam opinion has come to stand for the proposition that inciting speech is illegal only if it would lead to “imminent lawless action,” as opposed to advocating for a general type of behavior or mode of social change. “[M]ere tendency of speech to encourage unlawful acts” will not legitimize speech regulation; only specific advocacy to take unlawful action will justify prohibition. These principles were cited in Nwanguma v. Trump to exonerate him from suffering legal consequences for his generalized—though not, by the Sixth Circuit’s lights, sufficiently specific—hostility and call to action against protesters at a 2016 rally. Entailed in Brandenburg’s logic is the neutrality of the free speech principle: the legality of speech does not depend upon its moral merit, but rather if it prompts imminent violence.

Brandenburg remains a touchstone for the expansive protection of even ideologically toxic or socially destructive free speech, even as scholars have noted the ways the principle has been eroded or undermined by new challenges and debates, or left some hard cases unclear. Yet at its core, in demanding that speech encourage imminent violence before it can be subject to legal
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regulation, *Brandenburg* exemplifies the “free speech libertarianism”\(^{134}\) that is the established orthodoxy of the Supreme Court jurisprudence. In its bedrock presumption that persons have the capacity to process and manage ideas and that it is the business of citizens rather than the state to vet them, this principle provides the basic justification for the deference to electoral accountability that undergirds the government speech doctrine.\(^{135}\) Even if the structural dynamic in the government speech doctrine is the obverse of the typical deployment of free speech to protect private parties, rather than the state, the same principle of personal autonomy provides the foundational justification both for the government-restricting libertarianism of *Brandenburg* and the government-emancipating (from judicial review) rule of the government speech doctrine.\(^{136}\)

*Brandenburg* and subsequent cases would thus seem to cut off most avenues for creating constitutional scrutiny of Trump’s speech, or similarly destructive speech even taken by a state actor in an official capacity. As private speech, it enjoys the typical (and laudable, by classical liberal lights) breadth of the First Amendment.\(^{137}\) Treated as speech in an official capacity, it endures little constitutional scrutiny and no obligation to conform to viewpoint neutrality, thanks to deference to electoral oversight, forged in the same principle of the competence of rank-and-file citizens and voters.\(^{138}\)

C. The Liberal Justification: Speech as a Path to Truth, the Electorate as the Ultimate Authority, and the Ultimate Logic of the Government Speech Doctrine

The dominant doctrinal understandings of free amendment suggest that the government speech doctrine is a logic extension of orthodox constitutional principles. The basis of the First Amendment is trust in the people to sort through ideas themselves (and a corresponding mistrust of government regulation).\(^{139}\) “Whatever differences may exist about interpretations of the First Amendment, there is practically universal agreement that a major purpose of that Amendment was to protect the free discussion of governmental affairs.”\(^{140}\) There is a “profound national commitment to the principle that debate on public issues should be uninhibited, robust, and wide-open.”\(^{141}\) These propositions are uncontroversial as core principles of First Amendment doctrine, even if the margins are debated.\(^{142}\) *Brandenburg'*s own determination of the point at which inciting speech does not enjoy such protections is precisely one of those marginal debates.
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Further scrutiny of the foundations of free speech libertarianism in popular competence, however, creates an unexpected avenue for disciplining the government speech doctrine internal to its basic justification. The value of open speech has a clear origin—the ideal of classical liberalism. Classical liberalism famously values the capacity of individuals to process information without external constraint or coercion and uses this as a mechanism for truth-seeking, including in political affairs. Its impact on free speech libertarianism, particularly with regards to political speech, is foundational. Yet treating the liberal instruction to protect free speech as a crude, normatively first-order instruction that speech restriction is intrinsically illegitimate disregards its position in a moral and political framework, and thus its more subtle doctrinal ramifications.

Considering the most influential figure in the Western understanding of liberal freedom, John Stuart Mill, illuminates this. Mill’s defense of non-interference in speech and the benefits for the development of ideas (most semi-nally laid out in On Liberty) remains seminal to the understanding of liberalism, but as Alan Ryan has observed, Mill’s account has become terrain for others’ disputes. Yet returning to Mill’s own account of the value of liberty in speech and in the formation of ideas adds one particular layer of depth to the standard, state-restricting liberal justification for free speech. Mill valued liberty, not as mere non-interference by state authority, but as a substantive opportunity to develop and ultimately to practice “intelligent self-mastery.” This requires not only absence of governmental constraint but also the practical non-interference in the expression and formation of individual views by softer majoritarian social pressures. “[D]espotism of opinion,” “when society is itself the tyrant,” can be as dangerous as the formal political modes of oppression.

This idea opens up a vast question of what conditions are necessary to avoid such “soft” collective coercion as well as to develop the capacities of individuals to substantively think freely. Recent scholarship on free speech and its role in democracy has yielded a wide variety of proposals, which share the feature of
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152. In the sphere of political theory, the most influential proponents of these values have been Quentin Skinner, Liberty Before Liberalism (1998) and Philip Pettit, Republicanism: A Theory of Freedom and Government (1999), who have advanced a philosophical notion of liberty as non-domination by outside forces.
suggesting that a truly effective understanding of the First Amendment requires considering not merely restraint but also the conditions that yield effective expressive participation from the citizenry. Yet in the context of the government speech doctrine, the question returns to the more familiar proposition of when government conduct should be required to conform to the traditional doctrinal obligation of viewpoint neutrality.

More immediately for the government speech doctrine, recognizing that sound practice of free speech requires absence of social pressure that forces conformity, as well as lack of formal restraint. This does not entail that the government should participate in the process of “balancing” out private speech, because this would involve precisely the use of coercive governmental oversight. But it does suggest that when the government speaks, the liberal principle of the free development of ideas is not adequately addressed by adverting to electoral oversight with no further consideration of what would make such democratic accountability effective. Such an approach treats the constitutional and democratic aspects of self-rule as complementary means of advancing voter capacity, rather than as exclusive alternatives. It would also recognize the unity of citizen autonomy that underlies the democratic-constitutional order, rather than awkwardly compartmentalize the private (constitutional) and public (democratic) manifestations of this freedom. This in turn would enable a consistent application of viewpoint neutrality, rather than (as is the current state of the doctrine) the similarly awkward distinction between private speech freedom that receives viewpoint neutrality protections and public speech freedom that does not.

This analysis could also bring internal coherence to the substantive treatment of voter decision-making that justifies both viewpoint neutrality as a constitutional principle and democratic oversight as a means for policing government speech. Free cultivation of ideas requires that, insofar as coherently possible, individuals enjoy substantive, rather than merely formal, absence of coercion—including (beyond state coercion) from pressures that may obliquely or indirectly induce conformity of thought. While direct governmental restriction of speech to try to combat this conformity itself becomes coercive, and thus evokes the higher-priority principle of no political despotism, using this
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principle to guide government speech itself faces no such obstacle. Thus the undergirding liberal principles of the First Amendment could be employed to advance an independent constitutional limit on governmental speech that works within the logic of electoral self-determination that the Court, since Southworth, has advanced to vindicate the government speech doctrine. The subsequent principle can be stated in general: when government speech threatens to undermine independent reflection by citizens, it contravenes First Amendment viewpoint neutrality.

This proposed principled revision to the government speech doctrine nicely dovetails with the approach to the compelled speech reflected in Keller and Southworth which gave rise to the doctrine in the first place. Those cases were motivated by concern that collective participation in activities (a logistical necessity in contemporary society) could be twisted to force individuals to participate in the adoption of mass opinion, which is as much a hazard for liberalism as direct coercive oppression. The same underlying concern serves as a basis for disciplining the government speech doctrine when pathological state speech distorts or disrupts popular accountability. Where state speech impairs rather than contributes to electoral oversight, the resources of the body politic are being abused in a manner that the electorate itself presumably would not condone and which, if the distortive impacts on electoral outcomes from the state speech come to pass, becomes coercive. This concern with non-voluntary speech and coercion parallels the concern with compelled speech, only speaking to the entire polity instead of merely persons acting in their individual capacity. Thus, the underlying logic of compelled speech supports disciplining the government speech doctrine, only with even greater urgency.

IV. POLARIZATION, PARTISANSHIP, AND THE FRACTURED SOCIETY: FIRST STEPS IN DEVELOPING FIRST AMENDMENT LIMITS TO THE GOVERNMENT SPEECH DOCTRINE

That the First Amendment demands government speech not undermine the autonomous development of citizen ideas and that this is necessary to preserve the electoral foundations of the government speech doctrine is only a high-level principle. Its substantive development into a coherent theory requires a rich conception of when government speech threatens to limit the ability of individuals to form their own views free not only from government coercion but from expectations of conformity.
Trump’s own ideologically charged speech, and his use of it to fragment American society to achieve his political ends, however, comprises an extreme case of such autonomy-threatening speech. The remainder of this Section explores how Trump’s divisive speech—whether lies, ideologically charged statements, or borderline provocations—might be legitimately subject to constitutional scrutiny under the dominant premise of the government speech doctrine: that electoral accountability is the appropriate mechanism for policing government speech.

If electoral responsiveness provides the justification for government freedom of speech, as we have contended, it also provides limitations to that freedom of speech. To the degree that government freedom of speech follows from the manifestation of democratic responsiveness, support for government freedom of speech cannot be justified when it begins to compromise electoral integrity necessary for democratic responsiveness. This logic identifies one basic restriction on government speech—a prohibition on official government partisanship.

Simply put, the government and government actors in their official capacities cannot endorse a political party or electoral candidates. To do so puts the weight of government authority on one side of an election and against another in a way that compromises citizens’ democratic independence and agency. This democratic independence and agency of individuals to be free from government coercion distinguishes genuinely free elections from state orchestrated reaffirmations of public approval.

We have previously identified this principle as a constitutional norm against government partisanship. Most fundamental are the First Amendment restrictions on content-based or worse, viewpoint-based, regulation of speech. These restrictions prioritize government neutrality as a general matter, with special sensitivity for government discrimination respecting political speech. The judiciary has likewise identified salient political contexts where the government is specifically required not to discriminate on partisan grounds. Statutory prohibitions on partisan patronage now have a constitutional dimension, and the government may not, for instance, deviate from one person, one vote in the redistricting context for partisan reasons. The judiciary’s reluctance to extend this familiar distrust of government political discrimination to legislative redistricting on a wider basis only stands out as a bizarre exception to the usual norm.

This constitutional norm is so ingrained by statute, regulation, and unwritten understanding that courts rarely need to enforce it beyond its legislative
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codifications. The constitutional bar against partisan patronage today is already enforced against civil service employees by statutory prohibition. From the federal level, the Pendleton and Hatch Acts enjoin lawmakers and their employees from leveraging their government authority for partisan ends. As the Supreme Court explained in upholding the Hatch Act, government officials "are expected to enforce the law and execute the programs of the Government without bias or favoritism for or against any political party or group or the members thereof." For the same reason, federal campaign finance law similarly prohibits them from using government resources and auspices to fundraise and electioneer.

What makes the norm confusing when applied to government speech is its application to individual senior officials. Senior government officials remain largely free and retain constitutional rights to campaign and electioneer in their individual capacities. The constitutional, and statutory, restrictions apply when they presume to use their government office and exercise state action for explicitly partisan purposes. The Hatch Act, for instance, prevents "partisan political activity undertaken as a government employee—such as by using an official title in connection with one's political activity—which risks implying that the government itself has a preference for one political party or candidate over another."

In other words, executive branch employees may not engage in partisan political activity while on duty, on federal property, or using federal resources. They may, however, campaign for and against candidates, endorse parties and candidates, engage in most campaign finance activities, and generally engage in partisan speech, provided they do so in their private individual capacities, outside their federal employment. A cabinet secretary therefore may appear at a campaign rally or endorse partisan candidates but cannot use their official title, do so while on duty, or be on federal property while doing so.

This formalism is easy to criticize. The legality of a cabinet secretary's endorsement or political activity turns on a formal distinction that bears little
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A cabinet secretary is recognized in significant part because of her position whether she uses her official title or appears on federal property while doing so. The Hatch Act’s complicated rules therefore lead to basic confusion about when and how it applies.

The basic distinction between action using official title or authority and acting in one’s personal capacity under the Hatch Act, however, is a faithful extension of the logic undergirding government freedom of speech. It is the same constitutional distinction between private and public action that runs through the constitutional doctrine for government freedom of speech. Government actors generally enjoy freedom of speech, particularly so in their individual capacity, but can be barred from leveraging their government authority to endorse the success or failure of a political party or candidate.

Of course, the Trump Administration’s violations of the Hatch Act were not close calls that required careful parsing of official and personal capacities. Under the Trump Administration, senior officials routinely violated the Hatch Act with what the Office of Special Counsel’s office characterized as “willful disregard.” Cabinet level appointees and other senior officials appeared to take little care in distinguishing between their official and individual capacities, advocating for candidates, promoting campaign slogans, and, among other things, while acting in their official duties. Kellyanne Conway, for instance, had engaged in “persistent, notorious, and deliberate Hatch Act violations.” President Trump, however, defiantly dismissed the Office of Special Counsel’s (“OSC”) formal recommendation to fire Conway and refused to permit her even to testify before the House Oversight and Reform Committee over her violations. As the Office of Special Counsel explained, “[t]he President’s refusal to require compliance with the law laid the foundation for the violations [and] based upon the Trump Administration’s reaction to the violations, OSC
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concludes that the most logical inference is that the administration approved of
these taxpayer-funded campaign activities. 190

The Trump Administration’s disregard for the Hatch Act exposed a funda-
mental vulnerability for enforcement of a constitutional norm of nonpartisanship.
To the degree that enforcement requires executive branch action, it is contingent
on the willingness of executive actors to abide by and enforce such norms. The
Trump Administration was entirely unwilling to do so. The Trump Administra-
tion therefore presented novel questions of the Hatch Act’s application that had
not been seriously contemplated under more deferential and compliant presiden-
tial administrations. 191

The constitutional norm against government partisanship, however, provides
a limiting principle to government freedom of speech. The application of
the Hatch Act to the Trump Administration is a relatively easy analysis compared
to the challenges of considering the constitutionality of any potential restrictions
on presidential speech and political activity. Even if the Hatch Act generally does
not apply to the President, the Trump Administration raised questions about the
limits of expansive government freedom of speech beyond those previously ar-
ticulated.

For our purposes here, we are agnostic about the ultimate advisability about
greater restrictions on government freedom of speech, but we argue that the con-
stitutional norm against government partisanship provides an important re-
striction on government freedom of speech. The Hatch Act is merely an applica-
tion of the norm, which provides a broader logic for limitations on government
actors when they leverage government authority for their partisan ends. Without
question, government actors are often political animals who serve political and
partisan ends as a matter of course, but we contend that the constitutional norm
against partisanship provides a restriction on how far they can go in terms of
explicit endorsement.

V. CONCLUSION: THE PAST, PRESENT, AND FUTURE OF THE GOVERNMENT
SPEECH DOCTRINE

The principle of neutrality in government partisanship, following on the
heels of the Trump presidency, provides an exemplary joint between the past
development and future origins of the government speech doctrine. The doctrine,
after all, emerged not from a commitment to state freedom (a commitment that
lacks legitimacy in a democracy) but as an incidental offshoot of a classically
liberal commitment to personal freedom of speech. While the doctrine has taken
on a life of its own, it should be disciplined by its foundations in democratic and
constitutional norms.
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The essential norm is the freedom of a people to rule itself. The legacy of the government speech doctrine reflects the competing sides of this norm in constitutional application: the freedom of individuals must be protected from state intrusion (including the right of individual silence that generated the government speech doctrine), but the action taken by the polity as a collective through the state must not be excessively constrained (giving rise to the practical rule that state speech should be held accountable by tools of democratic accountability rather than judicial oversight).

The twin-faced character of the government speech doctrine thus counsels flexibility and pragmatism in its application. This is particularly true given that the complexity of contemporary governance, considered both narrowly as a matter of electoral administration and broadly in terms of the state as an entity that is both coercive of and responsive to the franchise. The risks of rigid thinking that would ossify the government speech doctrine into an unreflective applied rule are exemplified by the possibility of government partisan speech. Enforced without nuance, the government speech doctrine would enable a government to dominate individuals without the typical precautions and recourse provided by constitutionalism. The excesses of the Trump presidency show that this threat is real rather than hypothetical.

This Article offers a tentative path forward, rather than a categorical or universal solution to how the government speech doctrine should be nuanced as the Court further opines upon it. Turning to the foundational theory that underlies First Amendment protections of free speech provides an illuminating frame. Mill himself was not committed to a rigid conception of free speech as simple non-interference but focused on the broader social conditions that enable individuals to form views freely and flourish as citizens—and in particular to avoid the "soft" domination by popular or majoritarian viewpoints. It is precisely this right to formation and expression of views free from collective coercion that underlies the Court’s nuanced treatment of citizen silence, which in turn provided the context for the development of the government speech doctrine.

Recognizing that speech freedoms should serve this end of enabling genuine opportunity to reflect and form views provides a fruitful approach for further nuancing the government speech doctrine. Its development must be sensitive to the capacity of the government to use its powers of speech not only to express citizen views, but also to advance the self-interested or partisan interests of ingroup actors or political cliques. The capacity of this prejudiced speech to constrain citizen freedom indicates that the government speech doctrine must be scrutinized through a substantive conception of citizen liberty and franchise self-rule if it is to advance the spirit of the First Amendment.
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